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Businesses have a lot to learn from the way consumers 
think about and discuss brands on social. The purpose 
of this guide is to provide a best practice approach to 
measuring brand health using Crimson Hexagon. In this 
guide, you will find suggestions around how to leverage 
social data to better understand your brand from both 
an earned and owned perspective.

CRIMSON HEXAGON’S

ANALYSIS GUIDE:
Brand Health
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STEP-BY-STEP ANALYSIS

Establish your business question(s)

Set up a Brand Buzz Monitor

Explore the Buzz Monitors results

Set up a Brand Opinion Monitor

Set up a Social Account Monitor

Perform further analysis

Train & run your Opinion Monitor

Explore the Opinion Monitor results
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1. ESTABLISH YOUR BUSINESS QUESTION(S)

Targeted business questions need to be determined before beginning any analysis. Developing a good 
business question is crucial in shaping the analysis and will help you determine what key metrics and data 
to focus on. 

RECOMMENDATION: A good business question is clear and targeted, never leaving room for 
misinterpretation and ambiguity. As a starting point, consider the 5 W’s (who, what, when, where and why). 
For more info. on setting up a business question, see our article Foundations Training Series: 
Approaching Crimson.

BACKGROUND
After being purchased by a major alcoholic beverage company (Brand B), a local beer brand (Brand A) was 
interested in how perception of the brand may have shifted after the sale. Previously considered a “craft 
beer”, the brand is now owned by one of the largest brewers in the world. 

BUSINESS QUESTIONS
1. Did sentiment shift after the acquisition of Brand A?
2. Where in the U.S. is Brand A most popular?
3. What are the key drivers of sentiment around Brand A?
4. Who is Brand A’s main audience? What else are they interested in?

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH
Before diving in and building a Buzz Monitor for Brand A, it is important to conduct some preliminary desk 
research around the brand. This will help you know what keywords to include, and which keywords to add for 
exclusions. Starting with a blank slate can be daunting - we recommend two basic steps prior to get you 
started with building out keywords for your Buzz Monitor:

1.Start with a a quick manual search around the brand on Google and Twitter. Often these can surface types 
of conversation or verbiage you had not even thought of before, which can be helpful in defining your 
keyword string effectively. This is especially useful if you are building an analysis on a brand/topic that you are 
not very familiar with. 

2.Use HelioSight (Crimson Hexagon’s quick search tool) to easily type in your brand name. In seconds, you will 
be able to see what other keywords and hashtags are commonly used in association with your brand. Some of 
these may be relevant (include these!) and others may be completely unrelated (exclude these using the AND 
NOT operator). 
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2. SET UP A BRAND BUZZ MONITOR

BEST PRACTICE: After completing your preliminary research, start putting together your query. A Buzz 
Monitor can be used to isolate and generally get a pulse on the conversation. Buzz analysis allows you to gain 
insight into the level of volume, shedding light into whether your keywords may need revision. It is important 
to refine your keywords in order to filter out off-topic mentions without overly limiting your query before 
beginning an Opinion analysis. 

What to consider during monitor setup.

RECOMMENDATION: Be sure to check your Post List after running your Monitor as there can be irrelevant 
information that surfaced. Identify the specific keywords and remove it accordingly to avoid introducing 
“noise” into your analysis. 

Content Sources
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram

Keywords
Brand AND Products 

Timeframe
12 months

Language/Location
English / Global

Aa

Brand analysis can be conducted across most 
content sources. We recommend Twitter, 
Facebook, and Instagram to start with.

Include different variations of the brand name as 
well as known brand hashtags and products 
associated with the brand.

In most cases, using a 12 month analysis timeframe 
can help you get a good sense of the conversation. 
You can also extend that range for year-over-year 
comparison

For a global brand, you can simply use an English 
language filter and not apply any location filter. This 
will ensure maximum volume. 
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3. EXPLORE THE BUZZ MONITOR RESULTS

With your Buzz Monitor created and your results optimized, it is time to explore its contents using the variety 
of tools available. Here we can begin to form the foundations for answering our business questions. Start by 
looking at the Sentiment section (see above) under the Analysis Tab. This will allow you to begin gathering 
information on current Brand perception and how this has shifted.

Next, utilize the Tools available within the Explore tab to further your understanding of the conversation 
surrounding your Brand. For example, begin by looking at your Topic Wheel. The Topic Wheel offers  a 
visualization of a variety of the top phrases and words used by the Brands following. Click into any of the 
sections to view a specified Post List for that phrase. 

Also utilize the Explore tab features like Clusters, Word Cloud and Topic Waves (see above) section to get a 
feel for the most used words and phrases and how they connect and compare to each other. This will help 
you get a feel for how the audience is speaking about certain products, people or the Brand in general. Click 
here for more information on the Explore tab and its many tools.
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4. SET UP A BRAND OPINION MONITOR

By using the Buzz Monitor as a starting point, you go into the Opinion analysis with a solid set of keywords 
and a grasp of the brand conversation, allowing you to define, analyze and track custom categories. Under 
the Manage drop down menu, select Copy Monitor as Opinion and then press Edit and hit Save & Run. 
Once results have generated, press Continue Training and delete the premade categories and then select 
Choose a category template.

For this analysis, we’ve chosen eight mutually exclusive, categories based on what we’re interested in
tracking and what we saw in the initial Buzz results:

General Approval: Praise/admiration/positive comments around the brand
Purchase Behavior: Discussion around purchase intent and recent purchases of Brand A
Pairing with Food/Meal: Post where authors mention enjoying Brand A with a meal or food
Drinking/Lifecasting: Buzz around drinking and sharing fun experiences with Brand A’s beer
Brewery Tour/Events: Positive conversation around Brand A brewery tours, events and tastings
Favorable Price: Mentions of Brand A’s affordable price
General Brand Mentions: General mentions of the Brand A as well as Brand B
General Disapproval: General negative conversation around Brand A and their products
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What is “training”?:
The feature that differentiates Opinion monitors from Buzz is the ability to define custom categories by textual 
patterns found in the posts brought in by your keyword set. To “train” an Opinion monitor is to essentially 
create and define a “personality” for each category. This is done by bucketing posts into your unique 
categories.

BEST PRACTICE: When training, we looked for posts that fall neatly into one of the categories without any
overlap. Tweets that were too ambiguous or too complex were skipped. We trained 15-20 posts into each
category before running BrightView. An Irrelevant/Off Topic category can also be created to further weed out
unwanted conversation. For more information on training, see our Help Center article.

5. TRAIN AND RUN YOUR OPINION MONITOR

Category Template

Number of Categories

Category Topics

Training Posts

You are given four category structure options. We 
recommend the Drivers of Sentiment after carefully 
looking through the data and noticing sentiment 
driven conversation over topical based discussion.

For the Opinion analysis, we recommend working 
with 4-5 unique categories. However, you have the 
ability to train up to 12 categories.

It is important to choose categories that do not 
overlap. You should have enough unique discussion 
to properly train each. Categories should be defined 
by textual patterns.
For more info on category creation, see our Help 
Center article.

We recommend training 15-20 posts into each 
category. No portion of the trained post should fit 
into another category. 

#

GOOD EXAMPLE: This post is short and explicitly
focuses only on purchase behavior.

BAD EXAMPLE: This Tweet expresses multiple ideas.
While the author mentions getting beer, the second
half of the post could also fit into the “General
Approval” category, so it is best to skip it.

Training examples - “Purchase Behavior”:
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6. EXPLORE THE OPINION MONITOR RESULTS

By taking a look at BrightView, we can see the monthly breakdown of our categories. While we already knew 
from the Buzz results that there would be favorable brand mentions, now we can see the breakdown behind 
the conversation.

While General Approval made up the highest percentage (23%), Purchase Behavior chatter also contributed 
noticeably at 16%. The Drinking/Lifecasting category experiences a evident boost during the summer 
compared to winter months. This may indicate that authors tend to drink more of Brand A’s beer during warm 
seasons and share their experiences. 

While Buzz Monitors provide basic sentiment (overall positive, neutral, and negative) around a brand, Opinion 
analysis is where we really understand the drivers behind Brand A’s sentiment. We recommend looking at the 
following results to gain a better understanding.

Diving into the “Drinking/Lifecasting” category using the Word Cloud, we see the “Summer” hashtag and drink 
mentions appearing. It is nice to validate the increase in Drinking/Lifecasting during the warmer weather with 
mentions of summer and authors sharing their experiences through pictures. 

General Approval: 23% 
Purchase Behavior: 16%
Cooking/Eating with 
Brand A: 15%

General Disapproval: 7%

Drinking/Lifecasating: 11%

Brewery Tour/Event: 9%

Favorable Price: 6%
General & Heineken 
Mentions: 13%

Mentions of “Drinking/Lifecasting”
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6. EXPLORE THE OPINION MONITOR RESULTS

Finally, after exploring the brand conversation, we wanted to get a better understanding of who was engaging 
in the discussion. We decided to compare Affinities between authors mentioning Brand A (Opinion Monitor) to 
those authors who specifically follow the @BrandA handle (Social Account Monitor). This will allow us to further 
understand what differentiates loyal @BrandA handle followers (Social Account Monitor) to those 
conversationally mentioning their beer (Opinion Monitor). 

When comparing the Affinities (see above), we see that the @BrandA followers are more inclined towards 
Music and Entertainment due to strong interests in Iron Maiden, Blues, Star Treck and Actors (skews to the 
right in pink). On the other hand, authors engaging in the general Brand A’s conversation represented a more 
active persona with interest in Marathons, Bicycling and Running and were more likely to hold affinities to the 
West Coast  such as California, San Francisco and Los Angeles (skews to the left in green).

Sonoma 
County

Bicycling

Marathons

Los Angeles

San 
Francisco

Running

California Iron 
MaidenBlues

Actors

Comics
Star Treck

The Demographics tab found under the People section gives us an overview of the gender split of the 
audience involved in the conversation around Brand A. Two thirds of the conversation is led by males. 

The Geography tab lets us know where people are posting from. Selecting ”Cities” and “Per Capita”, we are 
able to better understand in which cities Brand A conversation is more prominent based on posts per million 
inhabitants. Santa Rosa, CA has the highest posts per capita possibly due to the brand’s headquarters being 
located in in California close to Santa Rosa.
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7. SET UP A SOCIAL ACCOUNT MONITOR

A Social Account Monitor allows you to look at owned conversation as opposed to the earned conversation 
that is brought into Buzz and Opinion Monitors. Owned conversation is any post, or engagement with any 
post that is being sent out from the specified Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram handle. In a Twitter Social 
Account Monitor, the Total Engagement tab (see above) shows the number of people engaging Retweets, 
replies, and mentions. 

In the Sent Posts tab, view Total Potential Impressions, as well as each individual post being brought into the 
Monitor. Rearrange the posts to view those with the highest Retweets, replies, or potential impressions to see 
what content is drawing the highest engagement from your audience.

Under the Analysis Tab, the Engagement Sentiment section (see above) measures the positive, neutral, and 
negative sentiment of @replies and mentions of your chosen Twitter handle. Dig into positive or negative 
spikes to see what is driving sentiment. 
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PERFORM FURTHER ANALYSIS

Revisiting our business questions:

After reviewing the results of both our Buzz and Social Account Monitors, we can now revisit our original 
business questions established at the beginning. 

Business Questions

1. Did sentiment shift after the acquisition of Brand A by Brand B? 

In the months leading up to the acquisition, from January to April, negative sentiment surrounding the Brand A 
had increased by 6%, while positive sentiment also grew by 12%. Immediately following the announcement 
that Brand B was purchasing Brand A, negative sentiment spiked and continued to increase by 16% over a two 
week period. The frustration expressed by Brand A “selling out” to Brand B seems short lived, however, as a 
decrease in negative sentiment by 23% in June and July  shows that Brand A’s reputation was not permanently 
affected by the acquisition.

2. Where in the US is Brand A talked about the most?

Santa Rosa, CA was the city with the the highest posts per capita at 2,237 posts per million inhabitants, more 
than doubling the next leading city. This is possibly due to Brand A headquarters being located in the vicinity. 
While Chicago was the city with the 7th most posts per capita at 482, it boasted the highest percentage of total 
Tweet volume with 14.5%. 

3.  What are the key drivers of sentiment around Brand A?

Releases of new beers were warmly received by Brand A fans, which boosted positive sentiment. When looking 
at the positive sentiment data, we can see the names of specific Brand A products pop up in the Explore 
section – indicating the highly popular beers that were consistent drivers of favorable conversation. Brand A’s 
official Twitter handle is also among the top retweeted authors on Twitter, indicating that engaging and Tweets 
by the brand resulted in promoting more favorable perception from the audience. All of these drivers highlight 
why Brand A has garnered significant positive response from the audience.

4.  Who is Brand A’s main audience? What else are they interested in?

The majority of people talking about Brand A from an earned perspective (approximately two thirds), appear 
to be males. The top cities where the Brand A’s audiences are prominent include Chicago, Santa Rosa, and 
Madison. A very interesting finding is that - people who are naturally discussing Brand A from an organic 
perspective have quite different interests than those who are engaging with the actual Brand A Twitter handle. 
The former group has interests that are focused on outdoor and physical activities, such as bicycling, running, 
and marathons. On the other hand, those who engage with Brand A’s Twitter handle have strong associations 
with interests such as Star Trek, Comics, and Iron Maiden. These insights into the two groups can help a brand 
understand their consumers’ unbiased preferences, and find opportunities for engaging with their audiences 
on social better.


